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A        is for Aerial Lift. Aerial lifts give

     construction workers a boost when

        they need to reach a high place. They

          make it safe to paint a building or fix a

       loose wire. Aerial lifts sound like this:

      nun, nun, nun, nun, nun, nun, EEEK!



B          is for Backhoe. A backhoe is a piece of

        construction equipment that has a bucket in the

           front and a hoe in the back. A backhoe is good

       for digging trenches or loading other trucks.



C             is for Cement Mixer. You can also call it a concrete truck.

           This truck is filled with sand, stone, water, and cement.

         The round drum rotates and mixes the ingredients into

         concrete. When it is poured, the concrete hardens like rock.



D       is for Dump Truck. Dump trucks

      carry sand, dirt, rocks, tree stumps,

     trash, or almost anything. The

        driver hits a lever, the body of the

      truck lifts up, and everything slides

   . . . out. Eeeeee, EEEEEEEEEEEEEE

BOOM!



E         is for Excavator. An excavator usually moves on

          its own steel track. Rnn, rnn, rnn, rnn, rnn, eeeee,

        SCRAPE! The boom and bucket can swing around

        a full three hundred and sixty degrees. Rnn,

      rnn, rnn, rnn, rnn, eeeee, SCRAPE!



F        is for Front-end Loader. The driver and

     —   the bucket face the same way front! This

        machine is used for loading dirt into a

        dump truck. Don’t ever ride in the bucket.

    It is way too dangerous.



G            is for Grader. Graders are mostly used to build roads

             or to level fields. There is a blade under the body that

            is set at a certain angle and height. This moves the dirt.

       Graders can also be used as snow plows.



H         is for Horizontal Borer. It can drill sideways.

         Sometimes it is necessary to lay pipe or cable

        under a busy highway. A horizontal borer

     can do that without disrupting traffic.
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